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The YIVO Postcards. Letters From Residents of Ivansk to Relatives in South
America, 1940-1941 by Margaret Daniele, David Lederman and Norton Taichman
Several handwritten postcards sent from Ivansk to South America during the Nazi occupation
of Poland were found in the archives of the YIVO Institute of Jewish Research. Members of the
Zalzman family in Ivansk posted the letters to relatives in Colombia and Paraguay asking for
their support. The mailings provide a painful record of the plight of the doomed Ivansker Jewish
community. However, our research lead to the discovery of descendents of the Zalzman family
still living in South America who had no contact with other relatives and little knowledge of their
Polish-Jewish heritage.

•

Searching for Answers. Family Thoughts on the Revelations Contained in the
YIVO Postcards
by Abraham Zalzman, Estella Zalzman, Emmanuela Zalzman,
Daniela Zalzman, Margarita Zalzman and Gabriel Zalzman
Descendents of Zalzman family reflect on the impact and meaning of The Postcards on their
origins and their identity.

Revisions of The Ivansk Project e-Newsletters
When we began publication of our e-Newsletter, illustrations were posted on a commercial web
site (Photosite). Photosite is no longer in business, and we are revising the early issues of the
newsletter to accommodate the photographs within the text and to update some of the material.
You can view editions that have been revised thus far (Issue Numbers 1, 2 & 3) on our web site.
Future revisions will be announced as they become available.
New information has also been added to the Kesten-Brauner (K-B) Map of Ivansk, which is also on
our web site. Koby Silberstein (Israel) interviewed Zvi Weissdorf who described additional features
of the town that have been incorporated into the drawing.
http://www.ivansk.thirdeyeview.net/

Naomi Ogin (Brisbane, Qld, Australia) is searching her family roots and seeks our help. Her great
grandfather was Solomon Tishman (1873/74 ‐ 1955); his older brother was Mordechai (1862‐1943); both
immigrated to London. Their sister, Esther, married a Bresnark and another sister married a Greenberg in
the USA. Several members of the “Tajchman” family lived in Ivansk and it is possible that Naomi’s great
grandfather was born in the shtetl. If you can assist Naomi, please contact her: < a1steve@bigpond.com >
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The YIVO Postcards: Letters From Residents of Ivansk
to Relatives in South America, 1940-1941
by Margaret Daniele (USA), David Lederman (Israel) and Norton Taichman (USA)
After invading Poland in 1939 the Nazis imposed harsh decrees upon the conquered population.
Poles and Jews suffered together, but “special treatment” was reserved for Jews. In Iwaniska the
Germans segregated Jews from their Polish neighbors. Although not confined within a closed
ghetto, Jews were strictly forbidden to cross posted boundary lines without permission. They were
denied all rights and subjected to constant humiliation and terror, and it became increasing difficult
to provide the basic necessities to sustain life. The outside world knew little of their desperate
plight. Although Jews could post “private” mail to friends and relatives outside Poland, they could
not write freely or fully about their predicament. Strict censorship suppressed any material that
revealed the ruthless nature of the German occupation. For all intents the Nazi-imposed isolation
of the Jews was complete.
A few months ago we came across several postcards written in Ivansk during the occupation and
mailed to South America. With few exceptions the letters were composed by Hinda Katz who was
probably in her late teens. Hinda was speaking on behalf of her family (the Zalzmans) who were in
dire need of food, money, clothing and emotional support. She appealed for help from family
members who had immigrated to South America before the war; her voice expresses the distress
of the imprisoned Zalzman family. But from the start, we know the ultimate outcome of the story; all
the Zalzmans remaining in Ivansk will disappear in the Holocaust.
However, while researching the letters we identified a “lost” branch of the Zalzman family living in
South America, brother and sister Abraham and Margarita Zalzman. Their parents left Ivansk in
the 1930s. Margarita and Abraham grew up with only minimal knowledge of the lives of their
ancestors. In fact, in 1973 Margarita was invited to Poland and wanted to include a visit to the
shtetl. She contacted the Polish embassy to inquire where “Ivansk” was located. The embassy
could provide no information because Margarita was not aware that the “real” name of the town
was Iwaniska. Today, Margarita and Abraham are being introduced to relatives they never knew
existed and are learning about their Ivansker heritage.
Working together Margaret Daniele, David Lederman and Norton Taichman chronicled the story
behind the postcards. Margaret volunteered to translate the letters from Polish to English. Rather
than registering a word-for-word translation, Margaret read between the lines and sensed what
words alone could not convey. David, who is related to just about every Ivansker, used his skills as
a genealogist to locate Margarita and Abraham, and put them in touch with members of their
family. [David’s biography, Mi Vida (My Life) was published in The Ivansk Project e-Newsletter,
Issue No 2, Jan-Feb, 2004.] Norton found the postcards in the YIVO archives and coordinated the
effort to bring them into the open. We thank Lawrence Naiman, Susan Taichman-Robins,
Audrey Taichman, Darren Taichman and Arthur Zimmerman for their critical reviews of the
manuscript. Finally, we happily acknowledge the enthusiastic cooperation of Margarita and
Abraham and other members of the Zalzman family in sharing their knowledge and thoughts about
the substance of The Postcards. Without their help this account would not have been possible.
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The narrative that follows will record how the project developed and is divided into 3 sections:
1. Locating the letters in the YIVO archives;
2. Identifying the Zalzmans in Ivansk and South America;
3. Translating and commenting on the material within the letters.

The Postcards in the YIVO Archives.

by Norton Taichman

I routinely search on-line catalogues of archival holdings in libraries and other repositories for clues
about Jewish life in Ivansk. The YIVO Institute for Jewish Research is one of my targets.
Founded in 1925 in Vilna, Poland as the Yidisher Visnshaftlekher Institut (Yiddish Scientific
Institute, YIVO), YIVO rapidily became the preeminent center for documentation of East European
Jewish Civilization. Miraculously, its holdings were not completely lost during WWII because the
Nazis perversely carried the collection to Berlin, presumably to prepare the epitaph to the
destroyed European Jewish community. After the war the collection was relocated to New York
City where a YIVO branch had been established in 1940. Today, YIVO continues to represent one
of the most comprehensive resources for scholarship of the 1,000 year history and culture of
Ashkenazi Jewry. YIVO’s web site can be accessed at: www.yivoinstitute.org/
I had scanned the YIVO catalogue on numerous occasions but usually came up empty-handed.
This was my fault as I never found a way to systematically explore its vast collection. But my luck
changed on the morning of 8 August 2007. By accident I landed on the “Territorial Collection,
Poland 2, 1939-1945”, an archive on the period when the Nazis occupied Poland. The holdings
included German decrees and anti-Jewish laws; ghetto and concentration camp documents;
Jewish resistance history; the war crimes trials of 1946-1950, and so on. But nothing lit up as a
potential doorway to Ivansk until I came upon the entry, “letters from Nazi-occupied Poland sent
abroad”. I followed the link to Series IV: Jewish Communities Under the German Rule, 19381967. As I scrolled down the page surveying the titles in this series, I came upon:
Folder
68

Title
Iwaniska
Letters from resident of town to relatives in America

Date
1940-1941

German and Polish
You can well imagine my excitement. Immediately, I sent an e-mail to YIVO requesting copies of
the letters. That same day I received a response that “Folder 68 consists of post cards from
Iwaniska – all in Polish” and that photocopies would be mailed to me.
I eagerly awaited the appearance of our mailman, and on 27 August the envelope finally landed on
my doorstep. Inside were photocopies of 18 postcards; the address and message sides of the
cards were copied onto separate sheets. As well, a copy of an envelope addressed to “News of the
YIVO” was included in the collection; the sender was identified as:
“P. Zalzman, Bogotá, I, Colombia, Amea. Del Sur”
It turned out that Pinchos Zalzman was one of the recipients of the letters. He mailed the originals
to YIVO after the war to serve as witness to the appalling events of that conflict.
The cards were written in Polish; one was in German. A summary of the senders and recipients is
tabulated on the next page:
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Number of
Mailings

Correspondents

Recipients

Recipient’s Address

Nachman Zalzman

Pinchos Zalzman

Bogotá, Colombia

12

Nachman Zalzman

Chil Zalzman

Pereira, Colombia

3

Tolesa Katz

Pinchos Zalzman

Bogotá, Colombia

2

Tolesa Katz

Chil Katz

Asunción, Paraguay

1

Nachman Zalzman and Tolesa Katz were identified as the correspondents on the postcards, but
an analysis of the handwriting in the letters indicated that Hinda Katz actually entered the
addresses of both the senders and recipients. In fact, Hinda composed all but one of the letters on
behalf of her Zalzman family. Nachman Zalzman was the father of Chil and Pinchos Zalzman
both of whom were living in Colombia. Tolesa Katz may have been the wife of Chil Katz who had
immigrated to Paraguay. Hinda Katz was the daughter of Chil Katz and the granddaughter to
Nachman Zalzman. These relationships were established during the course of the project and
more detailed information of these people will be provided by David and Margaret. The following
summary will facilitate tracking the individuals who form the core of the postcard story.

A Guide to People Frequently Mentioned in the Postcards*
Nachman & Malka Zalzman*

Patriarch and matriarch of the Zalzman family.

Pinchos Zalzman

Son of Nachman and Malka. Lived in Bogotá, Colombia.

Sonia [maiden name?] Zalzman*

Wife of Pinchos. Lived in Poland.
Son of Nachman and Malka. Lived in Pereira and then
in Bogotá, Colombia
Wife of Chil Zalzman. Lived in Pereira and then in
Bogotá, Colombia
Daughter of Chil Katz
Granddaughter of Nachman and Malka
Father to Hinda Katz. Lived in Asunción, Paraguay
Son-in-law of Nachman and Malka (?)
Wife of Chil Katz (?) and mother of Hinda Katz (?)
Daughter of Nachman and Malka (?)

Chil Zalzman
Ewa [Miodownick] Zalzman
Hinda Katz*
Chil Katz
Tolesa [Zalzman?] Katz*

* Killed in Holocaust
On the following pages I have selected a few images to illustrate some of the features of the
address side of the postcards. (The message side of all the cards will be shown together with the
translations.)
The address side of the Postkarte is divided into two parts: the Absender (German for “return to
sender”) data are on the left side and the recipient’s name and address are written on the right.
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Card Dated 1 October 1941: Nachman Zalzman to Chil Zalzman

Left side of card:
Nachman Zalzman: Note that Nachman’s surname is entered as “Zalcman”. In other letters the
name is given as “Zalzman”. The capital “Z” is written in a script that was not familiar to me and
when I first surveyed the cards I thought the name began with the letter “L”. In Polish “Zalcman” is
an acceptable version of Zalzman (see: 1929 Polish Business Directory for Iwaniska, below).
Iwanisko: Iwaniska
Kries Opatow-Kiel: Opatow-Kielce, the district or larger towns in the area where the letter
originated.
Nazis stamp with German text, date and initials beneath: German eagle-Swastika stamp
indicating that Nazis censor has reviewed the contents of the letter.
Iwaniska: Origin of this letter.
Unreadable text at bottom.
Right side of card:
German Postage Stamps: These postage stamps were issued in 1940-1941 during the German
occupation of Poland. Note the German eagle in upper left corner and the word, Generalgouvenement printed at bottom of the stamps. The General Government was a territory created by
the Germans in Poland and was subdivided into four districts: Warsaw, Lublin, Kraków and Radom
(where Iwansika was located). Jews and Poles from other regions of Poland were forcibly relocated
to the General Government, the “dumping ground” which held about 12 million captive people.
Postmark: Iwaniska via Opatow; the date cannot be read.
Recipient: Mr. Chil Zalzman, Pereira, Republic of Colombia, South America.
Vertical text inserted in midline and continuing in brackets: In German, “To South America via
Lisbon, New York (British Censor)”. Hinda Katz rather than postal officials probably entered this
information. We do not understand why she thought this information was necessary.
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Card Dated 14 September 1941: Nachman Zalzman to Pinchos Zalzman

Left side of card:
Nachman Zalzman and Kries Opatow-Kiel: as before.
German censor’s dated approval: as before.
Iwaniska: Origin of this letter.
Right side of card:
Recipient: Pinchos (Pedro) Zalzman (note different spelling of surnames of father and son).
Polish postal stamp and Nazi censor’s stamp: Partially obscured.
Recipient’s Address: The city (Bogotá) and Republic of Colombia are entered but the street
address is missing in this and in other postcards. Colombian postal authorities issued a warning
message (barely visible in this instance) stating, “If you want your letters to arrive without delay,
you must write down the complete address of the recipient!”
[It will become apparent that the omission or incorrect notation of the postal address probably
delayed and perhaps even accounted for the loss of mail to and from South America.]
Colombian Postal Stamp: date received in Bogotá; 3 December 1941.
Vertical text inserted in midline and continuing in brackets: as before.
All the postcards were of uniform size and bore the markings of the occupying power. As stated,
messages were written in Polish or in German, presumably mandated by the Nazis to facilitate
review by the censor. Jews who were unable to communicate in either language would have found
it difficult or impossible to reach the outside world.
On average it took 3 months for mail from Ivansk to reach its final destination (approximately 5-6
months “round trip”). As suggested by the “vertically added text” in the address side of some cards
(see above), Hinda indicated that her letters passed via Lisbon and New York; however, no postal
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marks verified this idea. It should be stressed that the reliability of the mail service would have
been severely strained during war: communications were subjected to censorship and confiscation;
delays due to military priorities and restrictions were to be anticipated; mail could be lost as a
consequence of the ongoing conflict (eg, sabotage, train derailment, loss of shipping, etc). Further,
food-containing parcels could be stolen by mail handlers, inspectors or other persons. As we shall
see, disruptions in mail delivery will explain why some shipments from South America were late or
failed to reach the Zalzmans in Ivansk, causing anxiety and distress within the family.
To learn more about the Zalzman family, I started searching my list of those who receive The
Ivansk Project e-Newsletter, but I found no Zalzman or other variants of the surname.
Then, I turned to the Kesten-Brauner Map of Ivansk (a copy is posted on our web site). In the
northeast corner of the market place there is a cluster of 5 dwellings and/or shops that were
apparently inhabited by members of the Zalzman family as shown below:

Zalzman Dwellings
or Shops
- Ivansk 1930s # 31 Eliezer Zalzman
# 32 Nachman Zalzman
# 33 Hershel Zalzman
# 34 Yitzchak Abbales
Zalzman
# 43 Leibish Zalzman

Finally, I turned to the “1929 Polish Business Directory for Iwaniska” (see: Ivansk Project eNewsletter, No.11, March–April 2005) and found the following Zalzmans (spelt “Zalcman”) included
in the listings:
Name
Zalcman, L.
Zalcman, M.
Zalcman, N.

Business/Occupation
Iron Goods, Hardware
Fancy Goods, Notions
Grains

Now things began to get interesting. It looked as if Nachman Zalzman traded in grains and lived in
and/or worked from the structure designated as #33 on the K-B map.
The next step was to try to learn something about the
recipients of Nachman’s letters, Pinchos and Chil Zalzman
in Colombia and Chil Katz in Paraguay.
How to proceed? I could not read Polish, but I scanned the
text of the postcards for clues. And then a light shone: in
several messages the name, “Lederman” appeared (an
example is shown from a letter to Pinchos, dated 6 April
1941).
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The name Lederman was well known to me: many Ledermans subscribe to the e-Newsletter and
David Lederman is a member of The Project’s Action Committee. David is an accomplished
genealogist who has done great work documenting his family tree. Furthermore, David and his
family immigrated to Bogotá, Colombia after fleeing Vienna in 1933-1934; they escaped the
nightmare that followed in 1938 when Austria was annexed by the Germans. If anyone was in a
position to track the Zalzmans or their descendents in South America, it was David. So, I contacted
him and asked if he’d be interested in getting involved in the project. David continues the narrative.

The “Lost” Zalzman Family of South America

by David Lederman

In August 2007 Norton telephoned all excited about finding the postcards in the YIVO archives. He
said that the letters were written during the Nazi occupation and that he had reached a barrier in
trying to learn something about the Zalzmans. He said that my family name was visible in several
of the letters and asked whether I would try to hunt down the South American recipients. Not only
was I interested, I was eager to get my hands on the material. That’s how I came in on this story.
I used to live in Bogotá (1933 to 1963) and still have relatives there. Since most of the postcards
were sent to Pinchos and Chil Zalzman in Bogotá and Pereira, Colombia it seemed logical that I
may have known members of the Zalzman family or might be able to trace their whereabouts. The
Jewish community in Bogotá is not very large and I always thought that I knew just about
everyone. But I had absolutely no knowledge of any Zalzmans in South America.
For more than 10 years I have been building the Lederman family tree. In one way or another, my
family was related to many other families in Ivansk. Therefore, my first instinct was to look in the
family profile for possible links to the Zalzmans. And sure enough I found what I was looking for!
ABBA & SARA ZALZMAN & THEIR DESCENDENTS *
1. ABBA ZALZMAN (b: Ivansk) + SARA [ ? ] ZALZMAN
2. ELIEZER ZALZMAN + ELKE [BRONER] ZALZMAN (+ 4 generations)
3. Ruth [ZALZMAN] LEDERMAN (b: 1910) + LEIBL LEDERMAN (1906-1992)
3. OTHER CHILDREN OF ELIEZER & ELKE: Srulka and Hamoitra

2. LEIB ZALZMAN + ?
2. NACHMAN ZALZMAN + ?
2. YITZCHAK ZALZMAN + ?
2. ISRAEL TZVI ZALZMAN + CHAYA [SHPRINZE LEDERMAN] ZALZMAN (+ 4 generations)
3. Moshe Ber Zalzman + Etta [Goldfarb} Zalzman
3. Ruchmana [Zalzman] Lederman + Yechiel Lederman
3. Ester [Zalzman] Naiman + Moshe Zvi Naiman
3. Hinde [Zalzman] Plonka + Avraham Leib Plonka
3. Blima Rochel [Zalzman] Blumenfeld + Moshe Blumenfeld
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On the previous page I tabulated the direct linkages bearing on the identity of Nachman Zalzman.
The data represent what I had entered into my own files before reading the letters. You can see
that in 1929 Ruth Zalzman married my uncle, Leibl Lederman, my father’s brother. Both of them
were born in Ivansk. Ruth lives in Toronto and will be 98 years in 2008. Ruth's father, Eliezer
Zalzman was the brother of Nachman Zalzman. So, a door began to open.
To summarize: Nachman’s parents, Abba and Sara Zalzman had 5 children (identified as the 2nd
generation in the table), presumably all born in Ivansk. My records provided more data about Abba
and Sara’s children, Eliezer & Elke [Broner] Zalzman and Israel and Chaya [Shprinze] Zalzman.
Unfortunately, I had no information on Abba and Sara’s other children; Leib, Nachman and
Yitzchak. Thus, I was not able to establish a relationship between Nachman Zalzman, who mailed
the letters, and Chil and Pinchos Zalzman, the recipients of the postcards. But I thought it was
highly probable that Nachman was the father of Chil and Pinchos.
(By the way, the listings in the 1929 Iwaniska Business Directory (see previous) invite speculation
that Leib Zalzman may have been the “L. Zalcman”, who dealt in iron goods and hardware. “M.
Zalcman”, who sold fancy goods and notions may have been Moshe Ber, the son of Israel Tzvi and
Chaya Zalzman.)
The table also shows that the Zalzmans were united through marriage with other Ivansker families,
including the Blumenfelds, Ledermans and Naimans. I know many descendents of these unions
and I contacted several to see if they could shed more light on Nachman Zalzman.
For example, Larry David Lederman (Ottawa, Canada) the son of Ruth (Zalzman) Lederman,
spoke to his mother. She remembered Nachman and his sons, Chil and Pinchos. But she recalled
nothing more about the family and was not aware that the brothers had immigrated to Colombia.
This as well as other peices of information confirmed the identities of Nachman, Chil and Pinchos
Zalzman, but I was not able to find out anything about Chil Katz who lived in Paraguay (more about
him, later).
Now I began to focus on determining whether descendents of the two brothers could be located in
South America.
Here is where my wife Margarita comes into the story. Margarita also grew up in Bogotá and she
remembered a “Margarita Zalzman” who attended the same school, the Liceo Pasteur in Bogotá.
Could Margarita Zalzman be related to Chil and Pinchos Zalzman?
I pursued this idea by contacting my cousin, Srulko Lederman and my sister, Florencia
Rosenbaum, both of whom live in Bogotá. I asked if they would try to locate Margarita Zalzman
and tell her what was happening. And sure enough, a few days later I received an e-mail from
Margarita Zalzman.
Margarita’s message was written in Spanish and I have translated excerpts from her letter below:
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-----Original Message----From: Margarita Zalzman
Sent: Thursday, September 27, 2007 6:56 PM
To: David Lederman
Subject: hola
Hola David:
No´sé si Ud, me recuerda, pero de todas formas
Srulco me dió su dirección para escribirle………..
Dear David:
Srulko told me that you were looking for someone
with the surname of Zalzman in Colombia. YES,
Nachman Zalzman is my grandfather and these
letters were written to Chil, my father, and his brother
Pedro (Pinchos).
Margarita & Abraham Zalzman
I was very impressed that after so many years of
Mexico, 2003
searching for our ancestors (my brother and I) found
out that research is being done about the Jewish families in Ivansk (a town we thought was non-existent an invention and nothing else).
I will contact my brother Abraham, who lives in Caracas and maybe he will send you a message.
Thank you.
Give my regards to your wife Margarita, who attended the same school I did.
un cordial saludo Margarita

A few days later more information arrived. Below is an e-mail that Norton received from Margarita:
From: "Margarita Zalzman"
To: Norton Taichman
Sent: Tuesday, October 02, 2007 2:37 PM
Subject: Hello Norton
Dear Norton:
I am Margarita Zalzman the granddaughter of Nachman Zalzman and daughter of Chil. I was
overwhelmed when I received a letter from David, and realized that we lived in the same town and never
knew that we were family.
I am very pleased to learn even the tiniest detail about the research of my family.
I remember that as a child soon after the war finished, my father used to write to Ivansk to try to maybe
learn about his family.
Some details about myself: I am a clinical psychologist and I work privately. I live in Bogotá and will be
glad if you can add my name to the list of recipients for e-newsletters of Ivansk. My grandfather was
married to Malka Bromberg (I think that she was also from Ivansk). But besides my father and his brother
Pinchos, I don't know other members of the family. My mother, Ewa Miodownick was from Polaniec. My
parents had 2 children, my brother Abraham and me.
I'm sure that Abraham will be writing to you and give you details of his family.
Hoping to hear soon from you.
Margarita
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Then Margarita’s brother, Abraham Zalzman e-mailed Norton from Caracas:
From: "Abraham Zalzman"
To: "Norton S. Taichman"
Sent: Sunday, October 07, 2007 6:20 PM
Subject: RE: Hello
Dear Norton:
I've the impression that we were connected since long time ago, and that this was the precise moment to
arise to consciousness. Thank you for all of your interest and dedication. In my case, I'm still overwhelmed
by emotions and mixed feelings about all the discoveries you've made: from one side, by joy; the fact I've
been discovering all this information about my father and his family fills me with happiness. And, as
Margarita says, could be also the chance to look again for my mother's Miodownick family.
On the other side, by sorrow because I didn't have this opportunity before. At the end, "synchronicity" is a
powerful interpretation of what happens and when. If you flow in life this is the perfect time to enjoy the
news and look for opportunities to meet with all of our relatives. It could be something great to discover how
all of us, all the 400 Ivanskers that you have “discovered” are interconnected and related in one way or
another.
In the meantime let me tell you some of my life details: I'm now 69 and (for the next 105 years) very active
in my consulting firm: I'm working in a very pleasant and rewarding profession: Human Development. I'm
serving private and public organizations, and doing a lot of traveling in Venezuela, in Central and South
America and in Africa. I'm happily married with the same wonderful woman for the last 47 years: Estella
Quintero, a Colombian by birth and Venezuelan by adoption. She is also a successful consulting
professional and has her own firm. Both of us are very hard working people and live with filled agendas.
We've three wonderful children: Jean Gabriel, 43, was living in Mexico City and recently moved to New
York. He is married to Maria Gabriela and have two marvelous kids: Emilio (11) and Juliana (7).
Emmanuela, 39, living in Caracas and married to Eleazar with two children: Alan (7) and Andres (3).
Daniela, 33, living also in Caracas; she is married to Harold Gonzalez. No children yet, even if we expect
them to have one in the near future. Of course, if they want to. The three of them make us very happy and
with a feeling of life fulfillment. [See family photos on Page 31]
In the meantime, I'll make a meeting at home with our children and tell them the Zalzman story as you've
traced now, and I'll be back to you to tell their reactions.
I hope to read from you very soon. Un gran abrazo y...hasta pronto.

Abraham

So, now we are in touch with Chil Zalzman’s children, Abraham and Margarita. I have provided
them with a list of some of their relatives living in Canada, Colombia, Israel and the USA.
Unfortunately, Margarita and Abraham have little specific information about the life of their father
before he came to Colombia. Chil preceded his brother Pinchos to Colombia; at first Pinchos lived
in Pereira but some time after the war, he moved to Bogotá. In Ivansk Pinchos had been married
to Sonia but we do not know whether they had children; Sonia was killed by the Germans. In
Colombia Pinchos remarried with Lotti (maiden name unknown); their daughter, Judith lives in Cali,
Colombia. Thus far, we have not been able to contact Judith. More information on the Zalzman
family will become apparent in the postcards.
Margarita forwarded family photographs taken in the 1930s that can be found on Page 15.
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And now I turn the narrative over to Margaret who translated the YIVO Postcards.

The Postcards: Cries for Help From Ivansk.

by Margaret Daniele

[ A brief biography: My name is Margaret Piszek-Daniele (Dorocinska). I was born and grew up in
Warsaw. I attended Warsaw University focusing on Russian literature and philosophy. At that time my dream
was to be an international interpreter in the Russian language. Then, I met an American businessman; we
fell in love, married and moved to Philadelphia where I have been for the last 20 years.
In the US I continued my university studies majoring in Spanish, French, and Art History earning a degree in
education and have been teaching Russian, French, Spanish and ESL (English as a Second Language) at
the high school level. I also serve as a mentor of graduate students in the University of Pennsylvania, School
of Education. I love teaching and being able to influence young minds. I have three children; Natalie 25,
Michael 28 and David 30.
A little about my family history in Poland: my childhood years were filled with stories of war and human
suffering. My Grandfather and my Dad (Stefan Dorocinski ) worked together. They owned a beautiful men’s
tailor shop in the center of Warsaw. My Dad was one of the best tailors in Warsaw. (By the way, Wladyslaw
Szpilman whose story was told in the movie “The Pianist”, was my Dad’s customer for many years.)
Shortly after the war broke out, a Nazi officer ordered my Dad and Grandfather to close the shop and told
them that they would have to make German uniforms and long coats. The Germans supplied the fabrics, but
the monthly order was too much for the shop to handle. So, to speed up production the Germans brought
several Jewish tailors from the Warsaw Ghetto to my father’s shop. Each morning the men were transported
from the Ghetto, but my Father and Grandfather were not allowed to speak to them. This went on for about a
year, and little by little my Dad and my Grandfather got to know these people; their names, their stories and
their tragic existence. My Dad got especially close to one of the young men whose name was Henry
Ackerman and tried to help Henry and his comrades. My Dad was interrogated many times by the Germans
because he was constantly bringing bread and cold cuts into the shop. He explained, “I am a young man and
I am very hungry all the time. This is my late snack.” The food was for his Jewish friends.
One morning the Jewish workers did not return to the shop. Everyone knew why; either they were dead or on
their way to the death camps. My Dad was devastated.
Four days later, in the middle of the night, there was a knock on the door of my Grandfather’s apartment
where my Dad and Mother lived. It was Henry, cold, exhausted and scared to death. He had jumped from the
train bound for one of the death camps. Three other men jumped with him but were shot dead. Henry
escaped but was wounded. He did not know where to go. He knew where my Father and my Grandfather
lived and begged my Dad to take him to the Germans; he was ready to die; he did not want to live as a
hunted animal any longer. Henry was not rational; his emotions had taken command over him; so my Dad
had to think for him.
My Dad and Grandfather decided to hide Henry in a large closet at the back of their shop. A bed was placed
inside and coats were hung in front of the cabinet to disguise its purpose. That was Henry’s hiding place for
the next year. Today, Henry Ackerman lives in Toronto with his wife and children. He was a very successful
tailor and ran his own business.
My Dad also served as a partisan in the "Armia Krajowa - AK" (Home Army) and fought in the Warsaw
Uprising in 1944.
And for saving Henry Ackerman he was honored by Yad Vashem with the title, “Righteous Among the
Nations”. ]
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And now to the postcards:
I am honored to be part of this important project. When I
undertook the assignment to translate the postcards I did not
anticipate the emotional impact it would have on me. I came to
know the Zalzmans in Ivansk through their writing and became
enmeshed in the hopelessness of their situation. I have read
many accounts of the plight of innocent people during the war, but
this time I became part of their story and suffered with them.
In approaching the translations I tried to sense and preserve the
tone of the communication. The letters are uncomplicated and
direct and provide bleak testimony to the predicament of the
Jewish community under the Nazis.
Almost all the letters were written by Hinda Katz. When I began
the translations I did not know who she was, but I intuitively
Margaret Daniele
sensed that she was a teenager or young woman. Her style was
Philadelphia, 2007
unsophisticated and her grammar was not bookish, but she knew
exactly what she wanted to say and how to express her feelings.
We learn that Hinda’s “Daddy” was Chil Katz (in Paraguay) and that her maternal grandparents
were Nachman and Malka Zalzman. But we are not told her mother’s name; she may have been
Tolesa Katz whose name appeared in some of the letters. We speculate that Hinda’s mother may
have been the daughter of Nachman and Malka Zalzman. Could she be the “unknown” woman
standing in the back row of the 1936 family photo? (see Page 15)
We can only hypothesize why someone as young as Hinda was selected to serve as the family’s
spokesman; one possible reason is that she may have been the only family member who was able
to speak and write Polish (as required by the censors). Until the end of WWI, secular education
was not compulsory in Poland; by the beginning of WWII Hinda would have attended and
completed public school.
As previously stated, it is important to remember that the censors restricted the subject matter that
could be entered in the mail and consequently we will only be given a glimpse of the grim and
merciless nature of the occupation. But it is enough!
The postcards will be presented in chronological order according to the date when they were
written.
In each case, an image of the original letter will be included with the translation.

* * * * * * *
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To facilitate the narrative, members of Nachman and Malka Zalzman’s family are listed below; the
data are based on currently available information:

Descendents of NACHMAN and MALKA [BROMBERG] ZALZMAN
Nachman: Date of Birth (?); Son of Abba and Sara Zalzman; Murdered in Holocaust, 1942
Malka: Date of Birth (?); Dies in Ivansk, 27 July 1940
2. PINCHOS ZALZMAN (date of birth/death unknown)
In Poland: Pinchos married to Sonia [maiden name unknown] Zalzman.
Sonia was murdered in the Holocaust.
We do not know whether Sonia and Pinchos had any children.
In Colombia: Pinchos married Lotti [maiden name unknown] after the war.
Their daughter, Judith lives in Cali, Colombia.
2. CHIL ZALZMAN (b: 11 Nov 1900; d: 11 Nov 1955)
In Poland:
Chil married Ewa [Miodovnick] Zalzman (b: 15 Apr 1906; d: 27 Jun 1973).
Ewa joined her husband in Colombia before the beginning of World War II.
3. Abraham and Margarita Zalzman were born in Colombia.
? 2. WIFE OF CHIL KATZ: Name Unknown. Murdered in the Holocaust.
Chil’s wife may have been Tolesa (Zalzman) Katz, who conceivably was the daughter
of Nachman and Malka Zalzman.
3. HINDA KATZ : Date of birth? Murdered in the Holocaust.
Daughter of Chil Katz and grandchild of Nachman and Malka Zalzman.

PHOTOS OF THE ZALZMAN FAMILY TAKEN IN 1930-1940S ARE ON THE NEXT PAGE.
SEVERAL FAMILY MEMBERS COULD NOT BE IDENTIFIED.
If you know someone who was born in Ivansk, ask them if they can identify any of the
unknowns. E-mail Norton Taichman ( nstaichman@comcast.net ) with any information.
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The Zalzman Family
Ivansk, 1936
Front Row Standing:
(Two unidentified children)
Front Row Seated (L to R)
Male: Unknown
Female: Unknown
Malka Zalzman
Young Girl: Unknown
[Hinda Katz ?]
Nachman Zalzman
Back Row (L to R):
Pinchos Zalzman*
Ewa (Miodownick) Zalzman
(wife of Chil Zalzman)*

Female: Unknown.
[Tolesa Katz?]
Male: Unknown
Boy: Unknown
* Chil was already in Colombia.
Pinchos and Ewa immigrated
to Colombia before WWII.

Above: Pinchos and Chil Zalzman
Bogotá, 1944
Above Left: Chil Zalzman (seated at left)
aboard the S.S. Arlanza (Royal Mail Line)
sailing across the Atlantic. ~ 1935
Yiddish insert in life preserver reads:
“A group of Polish passengers,
third class, to South America”

Ewa and Chil Zalzman
Place and Date Unknown
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26 August 1940
To: Chil Zalzman, Pereira, Colombia
Iwaniska, 26 August 1940
Dear Uncle!
I have very sad news for you. Your Dear Mother *
passed away on 21st of Tamuz**. We are doing
all right with God’s help. Why don’t you write,
everybody gets letters except us. Let Pinchos
know. Please write immediately. Write as often
as you can. All of you forgot about us or you
don’t care about us any more. Hinda

Comments:

* Dear Mother: Malka, wife of Nachman Zalzman.
** 21 Tamuz, 5700 (Jewish calendar) corresponding to 27 July 1940 (Gregorian calendar).
In this first of the postcards in the YIVO archive, it is already apparent that Hinda does not
mince her words. While expressing sorrow at the death of her grandmother, she also takes aim at
both her uncles (Chil and Pinchos Zalzman) for not writing. But things may not be as they
seem; at that time, in the midst of a war, trans-Atlantic mail was agonizingly slow and
unreliable. We are confident that Hinda’s uncles (and her father) were trying to communicate
with the family but they faced significant obstacles (more will be said about this below).

18 December 1940
To: Pinchos Zalzman, Bogotá, Colombia
Iwaniska, 18 December 1940
Dear Pinchos
You can’t imagine how happy we were when we got
a letter from you. Sonia* had tears of joy since
we have not heard from you over 7 months and we
are all worried. Chil sent us only [?] letters from
Colombia, we don’t know why he does not write.
We are doing all right with God’s blessings. I
don’t know if you received a postcard from me in
which I informed you about your mother’s death.
There is nothing else to say, write to us often.
We all are sending our love. Hinda
Comments: * Sonia: Wife of Pinchos Zalzman
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18 December 1940
To: Chil Katz, Asunción, Paraguay
Iwaniska, 18 December 1940
Dear Daddy*
In all this time we received only one letter from
you. We think about you a lot. We are also
angry with you since you left us without any
money and we cannot even buy the things for
basic necessities. So I ask you to send us some
money. Many people receive money through
bank from Pinchos from Colombia.** We
received few letters from him. Write to us as
often as you can. I am sending my best
greetings from Mom.***
Hinda

Comments:

* Dear Daddy: this establishes the relationship between Hinda and Chil Katz. ** Pinchos has
apparently set up a way to transfer funds from Bogotá to Ivansk. *** Mom: We do not know
Hinda’s mother’s name; perhaps it was Tolesa who may have been a daughter of Nachman and
Malka Zalzman.

10 February 1941
To: Pinchos Zalzman, Bogotá,
Colombia
Iwaniska, 10 February 1941
Dear Pinchos
I don’t know what to think anymore. Did you
forget us all together or what? Maybe you don’t
care about us anymore. Those who care made an
effort and right away sent money and packages
with food. For instance Lederman, he receives a
package each month with coffee, tea, pepper etc.
Sierman* also sends some money and a package to his wife. And you, you have sent us only
two letters. You could make an effort and write to your Dear Sonia** and send her a package.
She struggles just like we do not being able to buy basic things to survive. So I implore you to
send us packages or money. Write to my Daddy*** as well, maybe he can help us. We are
waiting. Greetings from your Dear Father. Don’t forget us, Hinda and Family
Comments:
* Sierman: Szteinman (see comments, Letter 17 August 1941).
** Dear Sonia: wife of Pinchos
*** My Daddy: Chil Katz
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24 March 1941
To: Chil Zalzman, Pereira, Colombia
Iwaniska, 24 March 1941
Dear Chil
Since you don’t have enough courage to
write a few words to us and to your Dear
Father, who wants so much to see a letter
from you, I decided to write. I have to tell
you, never in my life would I suspect that
kind of behavior. You, who was
Grandmother’s favorite child and whom
she praised all the time. We cannot
understand it. Not a word to the family
and to your Dear Father. I know that we
receive the letters from those who write to
us. Lederman’s children remember their
father all right. They receive packages each
month and you can’t even write a letter. I am sending my best regards to you and your
children and Chawa***. Best regards from all of us and from your Father.
Hinda
Comments:
*** Chawa: Chawa Zalzman adopted the name Ewa when she joined her husband Chil
Zalzman in Colombia. Hinda refers to Chil and Ewa’s children, Margarita and Abraham.
The tone of Hinda’s letter to her uncle has changed dramatically from that of 26 August 1940.
She addresses her uncle as ‘Chil’ rather than ‘Uncle’, perhaps to emphasize her displeasure.

24 March 1941
To: Pinchos Zalzman, Bogotá, Colombia
Iwaniska, 24 March 1941
Dear Pinchos
I am informing you that we have received a package from you. Inside there were:
1) [Ed: this word cannot be read] 2) Plokwurst*, 3)Kase** 4) schweinen-shmaltz***.
Lederman received a package the same day. There were raisins, tea, coffee etc. inside. They get
packages like that every month. I have to tell you dear Pinchos that I don’t like at all the fact
that you don’t write to Dear Sonia****. We get letters from you and she does not. I am
surprised that Chil***** does not write to us. I send my best, please say hello to my
Daddy******. Why doesn’t he write to us? Write to Chil on my behalf and tell him not to be
afraid to use a bit of ink for a letter to us.
Your Hinda.
Greetings from everybody.
Comments and Image of message follow on next page
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Comments:
* Plockwurst: probably salami or some
sort of sausage. ** Kase: This is German
for cheese. *** Schweinenchmaltz: Pork
schmaltz. It is inconceivable that Pinchos
would send pork products to his orthodox
family. But if he did, consumption of
non-kosher foods may have become
necessary and sanctioned to sustain life
(see also comments in letter of 6 April
1941). **** Dear Sonia: wife of Pinchos.
***** Chil Zalzman .
****** Chil Katz (Hinda’s father).
Again, Hinda urges everyone in South
America to do more to sustain the family,
even though a food package has arrived: she seems totally unaware that they may be trying to
help but for one reason or another cannot meet the needs of their beleaguered family in Ivansk.

6 April 1941
To: Pinchos Zalzman,
Bogotá, Colombia
Iwaniska, 6 April 1941
Dear Pinchos
I am letting you know that we received a
second package. In the first one there was
ham*, cheese and szwainenszmalz*. In the
second one there was sugar, honey and cocoa
powder. I don’t know who sent the second
one, you or Chil since there was no name of
the sender**. Dear Pinchos we all thank you
very much for your kindness but why don’t you write to dear Sonia. Lederman receives cocoa,
tea etc. There is nothing else to write. We are all healthy with God’s blessing. Sending our best
regards, greetings from your dear Father.
Hinda
Send only tea in the bags of 5 or 10 decagrams.
Comments:
* Ham and Szwainenszmalz: See comment in letter of 24 March 1941. Pinchos probably
arranged for shipment of foodstuffs with a local or Portuguese company. These suppliers may
not have been aware of or ignored kosher guidelines. ** Vital information was often omitted
from the letters including sender’s name and recipient’s complete address t0/from South
America. No doubt this was instrumental for delays or undeliverable mail.
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7 April 1941
To: Pinchos Zalzman, Bogotá, Colombia

Iwaniska 7 April 1941*
Dear Pinchos
I am letting you know that we received one more package from you that was addressed to Łaja
Szmukler**. Inside was cocoa powder.
Dear Pinchos please send the packages addressed to your Dear Father and to your Dear Sonia***
send them separately to Rakowiec.**** Please let me know why don’t you write to Dear Sonia. I
am very surprised and I would never suspect that you would not write to your Dear Sonia. She
is constantly looking for a letter from you and nothing is coming.
We all are sending our love, best regards from your Dear Father.
Write to Daddy asking him to send us packages. Hinda.
Comments:
* For some reason Hinda sent two, almost indentical letters to Pinchos on 7 April. Only one of
the letters is translated here.
** Łaja Szmukler: Unknown person; see letter of 1 August 1941. Why did Pinchos address the
package to Laja Szmukler instead to the Zalzman’s? Perhaps Hinda’s complaints about not
receiving earlier mail caused Pinchos to suspect that he might be using the wrong address to
reach his family.
***Dear Sonia: wife of Pinchos.
**** Rakowiec: Rakow, a shtetl that about 20 km southwest of Ivansk. It would appear that
Sonia lives in Rakow. The fact that Hinda tells this to Pinchos suggests that he might be
sending mail to the wrong address.
Unfortunately, the Zalzmans failed to develop a system to keep track of their mail. For
instance, if letters/parcels from each individual had been numbered sequentially the recipients
would have readily detected whether any were missing.
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24 April 1941
To: Pinchos Zalzman,
Bogotá, Colombia
Iwaniska, 24 April 1941
Dear Pinchos
You are asking me in your letter and in
all your letters if I write to my Daddy*. I
am letting you know that I write to him
every two weeks and I did not get any
answer yet. Since the beginning we
received only one letter from him. I know
that you write because we get letters from
you. If Daddy were writing we would have
received letters from him as well. Dear Pinchos I must tell you this, there is a woman here whose
husband is in New York and she gets money from him each month. So please write to my
Daddy* and ask him to send us some money since we have no means of surviving. Hinda
Comments: my Daddy: In letter dated 9 October 1941 Hinda indicates she’s been sending mail
to her father (Chil Katz) using the wrong address. Having received no verification that his mail
was received in Ivansk, It is conceivable that Chil Katz may have concluded that his family was
“lost” and that further attempts to reach them were fruitless.

5 May 1941
To: Pinchos Zalzman, Bogotá, Colombia
Iwaniska, 5 May 1941
Dear Pinchos
Thank you so much for your letter. You have no
idea how happy that made us. I must tell you
dear Pinchos that we reveived 3 packages and
we don’t know from whom.*
In the first package there were Sausages, cheese
etc. in the other two cocoa powder, sugar and
honey. In the last one there was only cocoa
powder. [Ed. The following sentence makes little
sense and is translated word-for-word] The
letter...[word cannot be understood]... we don’t
send.
You must know that Kaddish must be said 11
months, less 1 day, anniversary is 21 days in
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Tamuz**. Please let Chil know about it.
I don’t know what it is that we don’t receive anything from Chil*** neither from my
daddy****. Granddaddy***** worries that he does not hear from Chil.
We are sending our best regards, please write as often as you can. Send my love to everybody
Hinda
Comments:
* Yet another example of the problems that plagued communications bewteen Ivansk and South
America. ** 21 Tamuz: Anniversary of the death of Malka Zalzman (see letter of 26 August
1940). Pinchos is reminded to say Kaddish for 11 months less 1 day after his mother’s death.
*** Chil: Chil Zalzman. **** Daddy: Chil Katz. ***** Granddaddy: Nachman Zalzman.

16 July 1941
To: Pinchos Zalzman,
Bogotá, Colombia
Iwaniska, 16 July 1941
Dear Pinchos
On the 16th of July this year we
received your letter which you have
sent on the 11th of May. Today is our
dear Grandma’s anniversary*, God
rest her soul.
You are asking if we have received
the packages. Yes, in the first one
there were sausages, lard**, etc. I
told you about it before as soon as I
got them. In the second one there was
a cocoa powder, sugar and honey
and in the next one cocoa powder
again, so I am asking you to send
only tea.
And now dear Pinchos you are
asking me to write to my dear
Father*** and I am telling you that I write all the time but I got only two letters, in the second
one there was money. The next two lines were obliterated by the censor. Tell us also where you
work or what you sell. Send us some tea and black pepper.
My best regards Hinda
Comments:
* Anniversary: Malka Zalzman’s yahrzeit, 21 Tamuz 5700 (see letter of 26 August 1940).
** Lard: See comments in letter of 24 March 1941 *** Hinda’s letters to her father are not
addressed properly (see letter 28 Oct 1941). Note text blotted out by the censor.
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1 August 1941
To: Pichos Zalzman, Bogotá, Colombia
Card written in 19th century archaic German script

1 August 1941
Dear Son
We have received to-day a package from
Lisboa [Lisbon, Portugal] with the following
items:
4 dkg.of tea, 80 dkg of rice, some sardines,
and 10 dkg of soap. If you can please send us
[except for the word, “package” cannot decipher
what is being witten]. We all are healthy and
hope to hear from you soon. Many regards
and kisses Your father, Nachman Zalzman
Comments:
Nachman Zalzman did not write this letter as the handwriting does not match his signature.
Presumably, Nachman dictated the letter because he could not write German (or Polish).
Many signatures are at the bottom of the letter including: Abis (or Abus), Ester, Hinda
Katz, L. Szmukler, Moszek Szmukler [Moszek Szmukler is listed in 1929 Polish Business
Directory for Iwansika as M. Szmuklerz , trading in Grains].

17 August 1941
To: Pinchos Zalzman,
Bogotá, Colombia
Iwaniska, 17 August 1941
Dear Pinchos
You cannot imagine how happy we were
upon receiving your letter and your package
in which we found tea, fish, rice, soup etc.
and now Dear Pinchos I hope you will send
packages as often as you are able to using the same company, I mean Portugal*. I have
nothing else to write. Thanks to God we are allhealthy….Write to us as often as you can and if
you can, send us packages. Please find out how Lejbus Sztajman** is doing, because they
received only one letter from him. His parents think about him all the time. They have written a
few letters and no response to any one of them. Sending my best regards
Hinda.
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Comments:
Hinda acknowledges that foodstuffs have been received but urges her uncle to send more.
* Portugual: presumably this refers to a shipping/transfer company based in Lisbon, Portugal.
** Lejbusia Sztajman: Leibish (Leibl) Szteinman immigrated to Colombia before the war; his
wife (Chaytche) and parents, Moshe and Malka (Wajsdorf) Szteinman remained in Ivansk. In
1929 Polish Business Directory for Iwansika two persons are identified as “ M. Sztajman”: one
traded in grains and the other handled groceries and foodstuffs.

14 September 1941
To: Pinchos Zalzman, Bogotá, Colombia
Iwaniska, 14 September 1941
Dear Pinchos
On the 15th of July we received a letter from
you in which you informed us that you
have sent a package to us and to Sonia as
well. I am writing to you to let you know
that Sonia did not get any packages but we
did. Inside we found tea, rice, soap, and
sardines.
First of all I must ask you how come you
don’t write to Sonia and you don’t send her
any packages and also to tell you that you
should be sending packages every week to
her and to us. It does not cost you that much
and you know that we don’t have ... [censor
blotted text] ... so if one has two sons and if they were good and kind they would have sent
packages. Chil has nothing to do with us. He does not even write a letter. So dear Pinchos write to
us and send us packages and to Sonia as well. Sending my best regards Hinda.
Nobody else signed since I write in a hurry.
Comments:
Hinda states that she is writing the letter “in a hurry”; this is apparent in the text, which is
peppered with grammatical errors. She acknowledges that food packages are being sent to the
family including Sonia (Pinchos Zalzman’s wife). But for reasons unknown Sonia is not
receiving letters or packages.
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1 Oct 1941
To: Chil Zalzman, Pereira, Colombia
Iwaniska, 1 October 1941
Dear Chil
Because You, Dear uncle decided not to
write to us since writing a letter to us is
like building a house for you and you
will not even spare a sheet of paper so I
took a postcard to write although I wrote
many postcards before but you never
responded. What is the reason for that,
who knows I am not that clever one to
figure it out. And dear Aunt Chawa*
also does not write. Is she upset with us?
We don’t feel that we deserve it. You all
changed so much. We don’t mean
anything to you anymore because I can
see that the Lederman gets a package a
week from his children. That helps him
with food and drinks. He does not even
need so much, it is us who need help and
you don’t even write a single letter. Even
Pinchos writes more then you. So I am
writing to you dear uncle not to be upset
with me because maybe I am too strong
in my letter but my nerves dictate the
tone of the letter and I have to tell you
these things. I am very sorry I hope that
you are not angry with me. Please,
write as often as you can and send us some packages. Pinchos knows what we don’t want.
Spare a sheet of paper on us. Best regards to you and your family from us.
Murojer
[presumably Hinda as the letter is in her handwriting]
Comments:
*Aunt Chawa: Ewa, wife of Chil Zalzman. Ewa is living in Colombia.
Hinda’s frustration with her uncle Chil’s apparent lack of fulfilling his familial obligations
explodes in this letter. A letter sent to Pinchos on the same date (see below) expresses similar
sentiments. A few days later, letters and packages arrive and Hinda apologizes for her
outbursts (see letter of 9 October 1941, below).
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1 October 1941
To: Pinchos Zalzman, Bogotá, Colombia
Iwaniska, 1October 1941
Dear Pinchos
Today is Erev Yom Kipur, we
received a letter from you. You
are asking us if the packages
have reached us. Lately, only
one package came. There were
the following items inside, tea,
rice, soap, and a package of
sardines. In winter we received
3 packages with cocoa powder.
You could send us a package
every two weeks. If you can,
send us some clothes for
instance stockings etc. We are
begging you to send us
whatever you can, food or
clothing. We are asking you
again since it does not cost you
a lot. You are asking if we
share the goods with Dear
Sonia. I am telling you that we
don’t because you send one
package a year. If you send us
packages every two weeks that
would be another matter. By
the way, why don’t you send
anything to Sonia? You don’t
even write to her. She worries a
lot and she is right, since we
receive letters and she does not.
Please don’t be mad at me that I am telling you this, you are older then me but you don’t write
to your own wife and you don’t want to spare a sheet of paper. All the best from me.
Murojer [presumably Hinda]
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9 October 1941
To: Pinchos Zalzman, Bogotá, Colombia
Iwaniska, 9 October 1941
Dear Pinchos
I want to apologize to you for what I was saying in the
previous letters that you were not writing to Sonia, it is
really my fault because Sonia received a letter from
you 2 days later, but you write so little. She has only
two letters from you, so she worries a lot about you.
Please try to write more often.
You are telling me that you have sent some packages to
Sonia. I am writing to you to let you know that she has
received none. We got a package recently but we don’t
know from whom, Chil [Zalzman] or you. Inside was
tea, rice, a package of [word cannot be understood] and
soaps. Last year in the winter we received 3 packages
only with cocoa powder and that was all we got.
Lederman gets his packages once a week with tea, black
pepper, coffee and cocoa powder. In Połańc* they get
packages and letters as well, from Chil. Here we depend
only on you. He will not even send greetings. I guess
once he is established and comfortable he does not care
about the rest of us. Oh well, I wish him all the best. So please keep on sending us packages and
send some to Sonia as well. Tell us where you work and how do you spend your free time. We are
sending our best regards and say hello to Chil and his family.
Hinda
PS. I am writing to my dear Daddy using your address since when I use the other address the
letters don’t reach him.
Comments:
* Połańc: Poilmaniec (Planch in Yiddish), the town where Chil zalzman’s wife, Ewa was born.
We are not told the name of the recipient(s) in Połańc.
At last Hinda is beginning to sense that circumstances beyond the control of her uncles are
responsible for the delay and loss of letters and packages. She even acknowledges that her
letters are not reaching her father in Paraguay because they were not addressed properly. It is a
pity that we cannot study mail sent from South America to Ivansk because they would provide
important insights into what the family in Colombia and Paraguay were trying to do to help
those left behind in Ivansk.
This completes the Ivansk postcard collection in the YIVO archive.
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Concluding Thoughts of Margaret , David and Norton
The plight of the Zalzmans has had profound effects on us. We knew from the beginning that their
situation was hopeless and that everyone trapped in Ivansk would vanish in the hell of Treblinka.
But for us this was not “simply” another horror story; Hinda’s letters made it more intensely
personal; we became participants in her world. And as we read Hinda’s letters her cries for help
penetrated deeper and deeper.
Unlike many other Holocaust accounts, Hinda could not disclose the brutality and callousness of
the occupiers: the confiscation of property; the denial of livelihood; the humiliation; the
enslavement; the deportations; the fear for life and limb and ultimately the realization that there
was no way out and that the inconceivable was at hand. She could not tell her “Daddy” or her
uncles, Chil and Pinchos the full story of what was happening in Ivansk. The eyes of the Nazis
censors made certain of that. Her world was disintegrating and she was powerless to do anything
about it. That’s what makes Hinda’s sense of loneliness, isolation and abandonment even more
poignant.
It is a shame that Hinda does not tell us anything about herself, but her writing provides many
clues. She’s a feisty, no-nonsense character. She is intelligent and communicates her feelings in a
direct and explicit manner. In the 1936 family photo (Page 15) we see a young girl seated between
her grandparents, Malka and Nachman Zalzman. Could this be Hinda? The girl looks to be about
12-13 years old. Somehow, there is something in her face and in her bearing that fits our mental
image of what Hinda looked like. Five years later when the letters were written, Hinda would have
been 17 or 18 years of age. Now a heavy burden had been thrust upon her. Acting as her family’s
voice Hinda carried her responsibilities with authority and courage; even as a teenager it was
apparent that Hinda was a born leader. But the unrelenting oppression and frustration exacted their
toll.
It took approximately 5-6 months for the mail to turn around between the Zalzmans in Ivansk and
their kin in far off Colombia and Paraguay. Even without wartime disruptions, such prolonged
intervals guaranteed that effective communication would be the exception, not the rule. Imagine
asking someone to send food because you’re hungry and then waiting 6 months for a response.
Each day the family must have anxiously watched for the mail. And as they waited, conditions
continued to go downhill and their situation became more and more desperate. Finally a food
parcel appeared; yes, they were indeed grateful to their benefactors but the help was just too little
and way too late. That’s what we “hear” and feel in Hinda’s voice.
Hinda tries to manage the impossible, and her frustration and impatience are palpable. It is
understandable why Hinda lashes out at her father and her uncles for what she imagines to be
their neglect of duty. She cannot help comparing her family’s predicament with the Lederman’s
who seem to be showered with a continuous stream of letters and food parcels. But it seems
certain that the Ledermans were no better off than the Zalzmans. It is not until the final letters that
Hinda begins to understand that her overseas relatives are doing the best they can. Her world is
falling apart, and Hinda’s anguish and despair cannot be contained.

None of us can fully appreciate what it was like to be in Hinda’s world.
But let us resolve to do whatever we can to never allow this to happen to anybody again.
___________________________________________________
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Searching for Answers. Family Thoughts on the Revelations
Contained in the YIVO Postcards
by Abraham Zalzman, Estella Zalzman, Emmanuela & Daniela Zalzman (Venezuela),
Margarita Zalzman (Colombia) & Gabriel Zalzman (USA)

Dear Friends,
If this story was like a rollercoaster for those who worked on it and for those who are reading it
now, you can imagine what it meant to us, the Zalzman family.
We sat down and thoroughly read the document several times, cried over each one of the
postcards and relived the horror of that time, a time we were all a part of. Memories came back
and were brought to light, out from a deep and long sleep. Unfortunately, Chil and Ewa never
revealed a great deal about their past. Many of these memories came through as pieces of an
unsolved puzzle; after reading the postcards we now have a more complete notion of what our
Zalzman ancestors must have lived through in Poland and in Colombia.
Silence as protection.
Sitting around the table, we all wondered why Chil built a wall of silence around his past and the
present. Even though the answer can be logical to many of you, we understand that talking about it
was too painful for him, just as it is for us now. More so, it was a way for Chil to protect his children.
This seems to be a pattern that surviving Jews usually followed, as we’ve heard from other families
from our community.
Years after Chil died, Ewa broke the silence about many things and it was then that their children,
Abraham and Margarita became aware of a little more of the story. We feel now that we can begin
to comprehend the ordeal that Chil lived:
First, he had to abandon Poland due to the hard anti-Semitism he experienced there, leaving
behind his family and even his wife. In hindsight, his decision was certainly the right one.
Second, immigration wasn’t easy. He had a long and arduous experience. Without knowing the
language, he first arrived in Argentina. Then he went to Chile. After that he crossed into Colombia,
arriving to Buenaventura, then Bogotá and finally Pereira, searching for his good friends the
Wiener family who were from Opatow. They gave him support and protection.
Third, between the time he moved from Bogotá to Pereira he was imprisoned as an illegal
immigrant. He was betrayed to the authorities by another Jew from Ivansk. Chil preferred to remain
silent about this person and we will not reveal who this person was.
Rebuilding a family.
As we read and re read the postcards, we became more aware and horrified by the hopelessness
of Hinda´s and our family´s situation in Poland. We could also sense the frustration and the
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uncertainty Pinchas and Chil must have felt not knowing if their letters, goods and news reached
the family in Poland. What anguish they must have experienced by not being able to adequately
fulfill their family’s basic needs…how terrible this must have been for the brothers.
It was then we understood how hard everything was. An intellectual and religious man, Chil found
work only as a “clapper” (peddler). He himself had little money to live on. In spite of this, he
somehow managed to bring his beloved Ewa and then, his brother Pinchas to South America.
Nothing but difficulties: the brothers were completely alone in a far off place on the other side of the
world. They had no “connections”, no influential sponsors…nothing. Yet, Chil and Pinchas found a
way to send letters and packages to their family in Iwaniska despite the obstacles they themselves
had to overcome. And as revealed in Hinda´s letters, Chil also took responsibility for sending
goods to Polaniec (Planch), Ewa’s hometown. We take much pride in what they tried to do.
And then the final chapter to the story, the birth of Abraham and Margarita (Ewa and Chil’s
children) and Judith (the daughter of Lotti and Pinchas) marked the rebuilding of our family and the
hope and promise to new generations. Chil and Pinchas made sure that the Zalzman surname
would last for many generations to come.
Mixed feelings.
It’s so hard to watch movies and documentaries about the Holocaust, hear stories of close friends,
read history all over again…but it is even more heartbreaking to realize what your own
grandparents and great-grandparents, your cousins, your uncles and aunts, your entire family had
to suffer during those terrible times.
On the other hand, a wonderful discovery has come from these postcards; it fills us with joy to
know that communications between our families in Poland and South America were even possible
during such hard times. Nevertheless, we feel sorrow that an integral part of the story is still
missing as all the letters Chil and Pinchas sent to Ivansk are probably lost forever.
Once the news stopped coming from Poland, Abraham and Margarita as children have flash
memories of Chil preparing envelopes in which postcards, letters and other documents were sent
to YIVO. First, he desperately hoped that this might lead to locating any relatives who may have
survived the war. Sadly everyone had vanished. Second, we believe that Chil sent the letters to
YIVO as a way to enrich the Jewish heritage and as chronicle of what happened. Maybe, without
Chil´s vision of the future we wouldn’t be sitting here now. Yes, despite the pain we rejoice over the
finding of these postcards and hope that other letters and documents will still be found.
We would like to acknowledge the effort Norton, David and Margaret put into bringing this story to
life, and we want to thank all of you for letting us tell the part of the story we know and for being
kind enough to let us participate in the recovery of our family memories.
We have been deeply moved by all that this has done to deepen our understanding and
appreciation of our origins and our identity. We believe that our ancestors would have wanted us to
tell their story, hoping that it might prevent history from being repeated. We feel that their story
pays honor to them and assures that their lives had meaning and were not lived in vain.

______________________________________________________
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THE ZALZMAN MISHPACHAH, THE FUTURE ASSURED

Margarita

Daniela, Abraham, Gabriel, Emmanuela

Abraham & Estella

Gabriel

Emmanuela, Margarita & Daniela

Daniela
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